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Summary
We present, model, and evaluate a novel clustering algorithm running on top of IEEE 802.15.4 wireless sensor
networks operating in slotted, beacon-enabled mode. The Adaptive Low-Energy Clustering (ALEC) algorithm
provides randomized sleep and randomized rotation of the cluster-head role so as to maximize the useful lifetime of
the network by improving efficiency and balancing the lifetime of individual nodes. We model the ALEC algorithm
through probabilistic analysis and show that its parameters can be tuned to extend the network lifetime and reduce
the delay and energy overhead imposed by clustering. Copyright c 0000 copyright owner, Ltd.
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1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks used for data collection
in industry, healthcare, and other areas are often
implemented using IEEE 802.15.4, a recent network
communication technology [12]. In many applications
where WSNs operate on battery power, battery
replacement is costly or even impossible, and
extending the lifetime of the nodes and, consequently,
the network itself is one of the most important goals
in WSN design [15, 27, 26]. Extending node lifetime
is achieved by minimizing the energy consumption for
each node individually, but also by ensuring balanced
energy consumption of all the nodes in the network
[17]. The latter is often achieved by clustering, a
procedure whereby the nodes are divided into groups
[3, 4], as shown in Fig. 1, in order to obtain the
following benefits:
• By reducing the number of direct communications with the base station, reduced
Copyright c 0000 copyright owner, Ltd.
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transmission power can be used for intra-cluster
communication and the number of collisions is
considerably reduced. As the result, substantial
energy savings and lifetime extension can be
achieved, while latency is reduced [16].
• Under contention-based Medium Access Control (MAC) algorithms, dividing the network
into clusters reduces the number of contending
nodes [31] which lowers the probability of collisions during medium access and improves both
bandwidth utilization and energy efficiency.
• Finally, routing overhead may be reduced
through clustering as the routing tables need not
be updated as often [4].
In each group or cluster, one of the nodes is
chosen as a leader or Cluster-Head (CH). A CH
node collects the sensing data from individual nodes
in its cluster and delivers it to the base station
(BS). Since this functionality results in higher energy
consumption for CH nodes, they are likely to die
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and discusses the results. Summary and some
directions for future research are given in Section 7.
2. Related work

Fig. 1. Topology of the network for round i.

earlier. To reduce this imbalance, the CH role has to
be periodically reassigned to different nodes in the
cluster so that most, if not all, nodes act in that role
for a certain period of time, which may be a constant
or random value that follows a predefined probability
distribution. However, the manner in which the CH
role is assigned to individual nodes must be carefully
designed in order to maintain the desirable features
such as low data latency and coverage.
In this paper, we describe, analyze, and evaluate
a novel clustering algorithm referred to as Adaptive
Low-Energy Clustering (ALEC). ALEC is based
on probabilistic sleep of individual nodes and
probabilistic rotation of the CH role through a simple
and efficient distributed election, specifically tailored
for use in IEEE 802.15.4 beacon-enabled networks.
As far as we know, this is one of the first proposals
that includes both probabilistic sleep and probabilistic
rotation of the CH role, and the first to present
a comprehensive analytical treatment of the impact
of clustering on node and network lifetime that
incorporates realistic models for node operation at
both MAC and physical (PHY) layers. Using these
models, we evaluate the performance of a WSN that
uses ALEC, and show the impact of various network
and ALEC parameters. We also discuss the choice of
parameters to ensure balanced power consumption in
order to help prolong network lifetime.
The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 reviews most relevant results
from the literature. Section 3 describes the ALEC
algorithm. Sections 4 and 5 present the analytical
model for energy consumption of ALEC algorithm.
Section 6 evaluates ALEC algorithm’s performance
Copyright c 0000 copyright owner, Ltd.
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Clustering has been shown to increase scalability and
lifetime of wireless sensor networks [6]. Depending
on the manner in which the CH role is assigned to
individual nodes, we distinguish between distributed
and centralized methods. Distributed approaches
typically use probabilistic methods in which selection
of CH nodes is based on various criteria such as
the number of clusters, age of CHs [9], residual
energy of nodes [8], amount of traffic, number of
neighbors [2], and density of sensor nodes [20].
However, distributed approaches suffer from the fact
that individual sensor nodes do not possess complete
knowledge of the network - the only such node
is the BS, which has more energy and higher
processing power than ordinary nodes. However,
centralized elections necessitate periodic exchange
of status information between BS and sensor nodes
[10] which may lead to extra power consumption
[28]. Furthermore, CH selection and clustering may
interfere with data communications and thus lead to
excessive delay overhead [3].
We note that CH election is often linked to reclustering, i.e., re-distribution of nodes into clusters,
which imposes additional power consumption as well
as delay overhead, since the transmission of sensing
data is reduced or completely suspended during this
process [20]. To reduce communication costs, [14]
reinforces clustering only among nodes in close
proximity to each other. Alternatively, an energy
threshold may be introduced so that only the CHs
with lower energy level are allowed to take part in
the election, while others retain their role during the
following round [11].
Regarding analysis of WSNs with clustering,
probabilistic analysis is often used to model eventbased and query-based applications in order to
determine clustering efficiency and lifetime of the
network. Assuming fixed shapes for clusters, authors
in [21], derive the probability of achieving a desired
cluster lifetime under random assignment of nodes to
clusters.
Proposed MAC protocols for sensor networks provide either contention-based access, usually through
some form of CSMA-CA, or time division multiple
access (TDMA) [5]. The latter offer better power
efficiency since individual nodes can enter inactive
state until their allocated time slots [5], and they also
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. 00: 1–16 (0000)
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eliminate packet re-transmissions caused by packet
collisions. However, designing a collision-free TDMA
schedule with minimum number of time slots and
maximum slot usage is an NP-complete problem
[5, 13, 24], even without accounting for the need to
synchronize the nodes [3].
In comparison to TDMA protocols, contentionbased MAC protocols are scalable, more efficient,
and easier to implement. One of the most widely
used technologies with a contention-based MAC is
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [12] that is specifically
tailored towards networks with raw data rate below
250kbps. Therefore, we have chosen this technology
as the foundation for our clustering protocol.
3. Adaptive Low-Energy Clustering: ALEC
We assume that all clusters operate in beaconenabled, slotted CSMA-CA mode, with their CHs
acting as coordinators. Additionally, CHs form a
separate cluster under the control of the BS. For all
clusters, the time is divided into intervals determined
by beacons transmitted by CH nodes [12]; the time
interval between two successive beacons is referred
to as beacon interval BI = 48 · 2BO unit backoff
periods, while the duration of an active interval of
a superframe is SD = 48 · 2SO unit backoff periods.
The variables BO and SO denote the so-called
beacon order and superframe order, respectively; their
values are chosen so that 0 ≤ SO ≤ BO ≤ 15. If the
operating frequency of the network is 2.4GHz, the
interval known as a unit backoff period, is 320µs
which translates into 10 bytes and results in raw
data rate of 250Kbps. Both uplink and downlink
communications use CSMA-CA method at backoff
boundaries. However, downlink communications can
take place only after announcement of a packet by CH
node and downlink request by the corresponding nonCH node [18].
In the inactive part of a superframe, non-CH nodes
sleep to reduce energy consumption while CH nodes
synchronize to the BS superframe in order to deliver
data. As soon as a CH node delivers its data to the
BS, it returns to its own cluster and resumes the CH
role by sending the beacon frame. If the CH node
doesn’t succeed in delivering the data to BS in one
superframe, it will freeze its backoff counter until
the next communication to BS, much like ordinary
nodes that do not succeed in sending their data to the
respective CHs.
Activity management by adjusting frequency and
ratio of active and inactive intervals of sensor nodes
Copyright c 0000 copyright owner, Ltd.
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is used to reduce energy consumption [23, 25]. Event
sensing reliability R, i.e., the number of packets
should be received by BS in a suitable time unit,
is periodically announced by BS, together with the
current number of nodes alive N . Then, each CH node
calculates the portion of reliability for its own cluster
as Rk = R(Nk /N ), where Nk is the number of nodes
in cluster k, and broadcasts it to the nodes in its cluster.
Using this information, ordinary nodes calculate
mean sleep period between transmission attempts;
individual sleep periods are calculated randomly in
order to reduce collisions [17].
If a node wakes up with a packet in its buffer, it turns
its radio on in order to synchronize with the beacon.
After finding the beacon, the node transmits the packet
and goes back to sleep. If a node wakes up and finds
its buffer empty, it will immediately begin a new sleep
period. We refer to the sequence of sleep time, beacon
finding and packet transmission as a microcycle, as
shown in Fig. 2.
After Nµ microcycles, CH nodes are due for reelection. Each node i generates a random number in
the range 0 to 1 and compares it with a threshold; if
the value is below the threshold, the node becomes a
new CH. The threshold depends on the index of the
election as

Nc

,
i∈G
N − Nc (r mod NNc )
T (i, r) =

0,
otherwise
(1)
where Nc is the desired number of CHs, and G is
the set of nodes that were not CHs in the previous
r mod N/Nc elections. In this manner, the number of
nodes that compete for election is kept small (ideally,
it should be equal to the number of clusters) which
minimizes the duration of the re-election interval
during which data transmission does not take place.
The time interval during which a given node acts as
the CH is referred to as a round. As shown in Fig. 3,
each round is composed of a set-up phase, in which
CH elections are held and clusters are formed, and
a steady-state phase, in which data transmissions are
carried out. Each steady-state phase is composed of
Nµ packet transmissions, and its duration is referred
to as clustering period.
If all intra-cluster communications in the steadystate phase were to occur at the same channel, intercluster interference may result. As the IEEE 802.15.4
standard operating in the 2.4GHz ISM band allows
the use of 16 channels, inter-cluster interference can
be reduced through channel assignment [22]. Still,
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. 00: 1–16 (0000)
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Fig. 2. Pertaining to the operation of ALEC.

communications in the set-up phase must occur on
a single channel, the most suitable being channel 26
which is the only one that is free from interference
from 802.11 (WiFi) networks [30]. (Channel 26 will
also be used by the BS-controlled cluster for data
communications during the steady-state phase.)
The set-up phase contains the following activities.
1. Advertisement: after electing as a CH, a node
broadcasts its status to other nodes.
2. Membership: each non-CH node determines the
CH that requires the minimum transmission
power (usually the closest one) and sends it a
join request.
3. Channel Request: all CHs inform the BS about
the membership of their respective clusters, by
sending their IDs along with other IDs they
received in membership phase to the BS.
4. Channel Assignment: the BS allocates frequency channels to individual clusters and
informs the newly elected CHs accordingly.
Copyright c 0000 copyright owner, Ltd.
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5. Channel Declaration: each CH node informs its
cluster members about the allocated channel.

The time interval of nc = N/Nc rounds – which is,
in fact, the period of the function used to determine the
threshold in r-th election, eq. (1) – will be referred to
as a macrocycle. As shown in Fig. 2, a node undergoes
a number of macrocycles during its lifetime, and acts
as a CH for exactly one round in each macrocycle.
Unlike other clustering algorithms, ALEC introduces randomness at different levels: first, the time
interval between successive intervals of CH duty is
random due to the election process; and second, the
duration of CH duty is random due to the random sleep
time of ordinary nodes, random time to transmit the
packet due to CSMA-CA backoff time, and possibility
of packet collision and packet corruption due to noise.
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. 00: 1–16 (0000)
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START
r=0
Node i calculates the threshold T(i,r)
of the current round
Node i chooses a random number,
rand(i,r), uniformly between 0 and 1

Set-up phase

Yes

rand(i,r) < T(i,r)

Advertise Cluster-Head (CH)
status using Common Control
Channel (CCC)

Wait for Cluster-Head (CH)
advertisements on Common
Control Channel (CCC)

Wait for membership
messages, along with other
CH IDs, on CCC

Send membership message to
chosen CH node, along with
other CH IDs, using CCC

Send ID along with other CH IDs
to BS using CCC

BS

Wait for Assigned Channel
(AC) from BS on CCC

BS

Send Assigned Channel (AC) to
cluster members using CCC
(n=0)
n < Nµ
Steady-state phase

No

Wait for Assigned Channel
(AC) from CH on CCC (n=0)

No

No

Yes

n < Nµ
Yes

Wait for data from cluster
members on AC

Send data to CH node using AC

BS

Send data to BS using AC

r=r+1

n=n+1
No

n=n+1

E < ET
Yes
END

Fig. 3. Flowchart of node operation under ALEC.

4. Modeling ALEC Clustering
Let us now investigate the performance of the ALEC
algorithm. We will model activities of individual
nodes in the network using Discrete Time Markov
Chain (DTMC) with a hierarchical structure. As
explained above, a microcycle contains one or more
random sleeps with mean duration determined from
the event sensing reliability in the cluster, followed
by packet transmission. The sequence of microcycles
spent in a cluster under a given CH coordination is
denoted as a round. In each round, each node will
transmit exactly Nµ packets after the set-up phase.
A sequence of nc rounds comprises a macrocycle.
We note that the transition between successive
macrocycles occurs with probability of one, as do the
transitions between rounds within a macrocycle and
Copyright c 0000 copyright owner, Ltd.
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transitions between microcycles within a round. As
the result, the DTMC representing these transitions
is irreducible, recurrent and aperiodic, and henceforth
ergodic and has a stationary distribution. (We assume
that the steady-state of DTMC lasts sufficiently long
time.)
A Markov chain for one packet transmission is
shown in Fig. 4 (adapted from [18]). The transmission
of a packet can start after the current beacon or it
can start immediately after the next beacon. The later
takes place when transmission of a packet cannot be
completed during a superframe [12]. The probability
of deferring transmission of a packet to the next
beacon (shown as block x in Fig. 4) is Px . The
index x uses to discriminate between data packets
(p), advertisement packets (ad), membership packets
(mp), channel request packets (cr), downlink request
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. 00: 1–16 (0000)
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from previous stage

γyδyτ0,y

(Wj = 2min(i+macMinBE,5) where macMinBE has a
constant value of 3). The probability of successfully
medium access by a node is denoted as τ0,x .
We will now describe specific features regarding
transmission of packets of different types.

uniformly distributed among the W 0 states

0,2,W 0-1

1

0,2,W 0-2

0,2,1

1

(1-Px)(1-αx)

Px

0,2,0
(1-Px)αx

block x

0,1,0
1-βx
βx

1

0,0,0

Tr

uniformly distributed among the W m states

m,2,W m-1

1

m,2,W m-2

m,2,1

1

(1-Px)(1-αx)

γ xδ x

Tr

1-γxδx

to next stage

Px

m,2,0
(1-Px)αx

block x

m,1,0
1-βx
βx

m,0,0

1

Tr
Tr

γ xδ x
1-γxδx

CSMA-CA Markov Chain building block

Fig. 4. Markov chain for a packet transmission under
CSMA-CA, adapted from [18].

packets (dr), downlink packets (d) and channel
declaration packets (cd).
A single packet transmission takes Dx = 2 + Gx +
1 + Gack ; this time is composed of two Clear Channel
Assessments (CCA), the time for actual transmission
(Gx ), the time for waiting the acknowledgement
(one backoff time in the relation) and the time
for transmission of acknowledgement (Gack ). All
administrative packets are assumed to last for 3 unit
backoff periods and, thus, contain up to 30 bytes which
was deemed sufficient. All data packets last for 12 unit
backoff periods and, thus, contain up to 120 bytes of
data.
Success probabilities for first Clear Channel
Assessment, second Clear Channel Assessment and
transmission of the packet are labeled as αx , βx and
γx , respectively. The actual transmission, shown with
block Tr , is composed of Dx backoff durations. The
impact of noise and interference is modeled via the
probability of a packet being properly received is
δx = 1 − P ER = (1 − BER)Gx +Ga , where BER
denotes bit error rate. We assume to have a
reliable MAC layer which mean that the transmission
continues until the reception of acknowledgement.
In the Markov chain, a block {a, b, c} shows a
state of the node in which a ∈ {0 . . m} indicates
the number of backoff the node currently spends
(m has a constant value of 4); b indicates the
number of left Clear Channel Assessments (b ∈
{0, 1, 2}); c ∈ {0 . . Wj − 1} indicates the number
of backoffs left before Clear Channel Assessments
Copyright c 0000 copyright owner, Ltd.
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4.1. Transmission of packets of different types

γxδxτ0,x

Advertisement packets: After the election in the
current round, the new CH begins a backoff
countdown for the advertisement packet, starting
immediately after the beacon. Since the size of first
backoff window is between 0 and 7 backoff periods,
Pad = 1/8 denotes the probability that the chosen
backoff time is zero, in which case transmission
occurs two backoff periods after the beacon. The
total transmission time is, then, Dad = 2 + 3 + 1 = 6
backoff periods.
During a macrocycle, a node is in advertisement
state exactly once. Therefore, the probability of
finishing the first backoff phase in the transmission
block is
(ad)

x0,2,0 =

τ0,p γp δp
+ τ0,ad (1 − γad δad ).
n c Nµ

(2)

If we define new variables C1,ad , C2,ad , C3,ad and
C4,ad as
(ad)

x0,1,0 =
=
(ad)
x1,2,0 =
=
(ad)
x0,0,0 =
=
C4,ad =

(ad)

x0,2,0 (1 − Pad )αad
(ad)
x0,2,0 C1,ad
(ad)
x0,2,0 (1 − Pad )(1 − αad βad )
(ad)
x0,2,0 C2,ad
(ad)
x0,2,0 ((1 − Pad )αad βad + Pad )
(ad)
x0,2,0 C3,ad
m+1
1 − C2,ad

(3)

1 − C2,ad

the transmission sub-chain can be described with the
following:
(ad)

(ad)

i
xi,0,0 = x0,2,0 C
i = 0 .. m
3,ad C2,ad,
k
(ad)
(ad)
i
C2,ad
xi,2,k = x0,2,0 1 −
Wi
i = 0 . . m, k = 0 . . Wi − 1
(ad)
(ad)
i
,
i = 0 .. m
xi,1,0 = x0,2,0 C1,ad C2,ad

k
(ad)
(ad)
x0,2,k = x0,2,0 1 −
, k = 0 . . W0 − 1
W0

(4)

Access probability for a single advertisement packet
Pm (ad)
(ad)
is τ0,ad = i=0 xi,0,0 = C3,ad C4,ad x0,2,0 , which can
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. 00: 1–16 (0000)
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(cr)

be combined with (2) to obtain
τ0,ad =

C3,ad C4,ad

τ0,p γp δp
nc Nµ

1 − C3,ad C4,ad (1 − γad δad )

.

(5)

m W
i −1
X
X

xi,2,k

i=0 k=0

+ (Dad − 2)

m
X

xi,0,0 +

i=0

m
X

(6)
xi,1,0

i=0

which can be simplified to
(ad)

sad = x0,2,0 C4,ad C3,ad (Dad − 2) + C1,ad
m
i
X
C2,ad
(Wi + 1)
(ad)
+ x0,2,0
2
i=0


(7)

Membership packets: After the advertisement subphase, non-CH nodes start sending membership
messages to their CHs. (Note that in a macrocycle,
a node acts as an ordinary node in all rounds except
the one during which it acts as a CH.) Membership
packets, similar to advertisement packets, are sent
after the beacon, therefore Pmp = 1/8.
In the Markov chain, the probability of the first
(mp)
(n −1)τ γp δp
backoff being successful is x0,2,0 = c nc N0,p
+
µ
τ0,mp (1 − γmp δmp ). Following an approach similar to
the one outlined above, we get
τ0,mp =

C3,mp C4,mp

(nc −1)τ0,p γp δp
nc N µ

1 − C3,mp C4,mp (1 − γmp δmp )

(8)

The sum of probabilities for the transmission of
membership packets can, then, be written as
(mp)

x0,2,0 = τ0,ad γad δad + τ0,cr (1 − γcr δcr ). Following
an approach similar to the one outlined above for the
advertisement packets, we obtain
τ0,cr =

The sum of probabilities for the advertisement packet
transmission sub-chain is
sad =

7

smp = x0,2,0 C4,mp C3,mp (Dmp − 2) + C1,mp
m
i
X
C2,mp
(Wi + 1)
(mp)
+ x0,2,0
2
i=0
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(10)

The sum of probabilities for transmission of channel
request packets can be, then, obtained as

(cr)
scr = x0,2,0 C4,cr C3,cr (Dcr − 2) + C1,cr
m
i
X
C2,cr
(Wi + 1)
(11)
(cr)
+ x0,2,0
2
i=0
Downlink request packets: In order to apply
for a downlink request packet, the node starts a
backoff attempt in the beginning of the superframe.
Downlink request packets start after the beacon with
probability of Pdr = 1/8. Probability that the first
backoff is successful for a downlink request packet
(dr)
is x0,2,0 = τ0,cr γcr δcr + τ0,dr (1 − γdr δdr ), and the
corresponding access probability is
τ0,dr =

C3,dr C4,dr γcr δcr τ0,cr
.
1 − C3,dr C4,dr (1 − γdr δdr )

(12)

The sum of probabilities for the transmission of
request packets can be, then, obtained as

(dr)
sdr = x0,2,0 C4,dr C3,dr (Ddr − 2) + C1,dr
m
i
X
C2,dr
(Wi + 1)
(13)
(dr)
+ x0,2,0
2
i=0
Downlink packets with channel assignment information: Downlink packets can be transmitted only
upon successful acknowledgment of downlink request
packets. Probability that a packet will be delayed
is Pd = Dd /SD, where SD denotes the active
superframe duration. Probability of finishing the
first backoff phase in the transmission block for a
(d)
downlink packet is x0,2,0 = τ0,dr γdr δdr + τ0,d (1 −
γd δd ), while the corresponding access probability is

(9)
Channel request packets: Information on cluster
membership gathered during the membership sub
phase is sent by the CHs to the BS. Channel request
packets start after the beacon, therefore Pcr = 1/8,
and their duration is assumed to be Gcr = 3 backoff
periods, as noted above.
In the Markov chain for a channel request packet,
the probability of the first backoff being successful is

C3,cr C4,cr γad δad τ0,ad
.
1 − C3,cr C4,cr (1 − γcr δcr )

τ0,d =

C3,d C4,d γdr δdr τ0,dr
.
1 − C3,d C4,d (1 − γd δd )

(14)

The sum of probabilities for the transmission of
downlink packets can be, then, obtained as
sd =

m W
i −1
X
X

(d)

xi,2,k + (Dd − 2)

i=0 k=0
m
X
(d)
+
xi,1,0
i=0

m
X
i=0

+

m DX
d −1
X

(d)

xi,0,0
(15)

(d)
xi,2,0,l

i=0 l=0
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which can be simplified to

(16)
where Pdca = C3,d (Dd −2)+C1,d +Pd (Dd −1)/2.

Sum of total probabilities for the sensing data packet
transmission sub-chain is

(p)
sp = x0,2,0 C4,p C3,p (Dp − 2) + C1,p
m
i
X
C2,p
(Wi + 1)
(21)
(p)
+x0,2,0
2
i=0

Channel declaration packets: The transmission of
these packets, which follow the downlink packets,
begins in the second half of the current superframe
or in the beginning of the next superframe,
therefore Pcd = Dcd /SD. The duration of the channel
declaration packet is Gcd = 3 backoff periods.
The probability of a channel declaration packet
successfully finishing the first backoff phase in the
(cd)
transmission block is x0,2,0 = τ0,d γd δd + τ0,cd (1 −
γcd δcd ), while the corresponding access probability is

Synchronization times: Synchronization time is
the time interval between wake-up time and the
subsequent cluster beacon, for an ordinary node, or
the time interval between switching to the BS cluster
and the subsequent BS cluster beacon, for a CH node.
Since the distribution of synchronization period is
uniform, the Probability Generating Function (PGF)
1−z BI
can be determined as D(z) = BI(1−z)
. Sum of total
probabilities within the beacon synchronization time
during steady-state phase is

(d)

(d)

sd = x0,2,0 C4,d Pdca + x0,2,0

m
i
X
C2,d
(Wi + 1)
i=0

τ0,cd =

2

C3,cd C4,cd γd δd τ0,d
1 − C3,cd C4,cd (1 − γcd δcd )

(17)

and the sum of probabilities for the corresponding subchain is
(cd)

(cd)

scd = x0,2,0 C4,cd Pcd + x0,2,0

m
i
X
C2,cd
(Wi + 1)
i=0

2

(18)
where, similar to the case of downlink packets with
channel assignment information, Pcd = C3,cd (Dcd −
2) + C1,cd + Pcd (Dcd − 1)/2.
Data packets: A node that wakes up and finds
a packet in its buffer will wait for the beacon to
synchronize and begin its backoff countdown in order
to send the packet to its CH. We denote Pp = 1/8
as the probability of occurring transmission in the
beginning of the superframe because the first window
for backoff attempt is 8. In this case, the CCAs will
be successful. The length of data packets is Dp = 12
backoff periods, as noted above.
In the Markov chain for a data packet, the
probability that the first backoff is finished is
(p)

x0,2,0 =

τ0,mp γmp δmp + (Nµ − 1)τ0,p γp δp
Nµ
+τ0,p (1 − γp δp ),

(19)

and the corresponding access probability is
τ0,p =

C3,p C4,p τ0,mp γmp δmp /Nµ

.
(Nµ −1)γp δp
1−C3,p C4,p
+(1−γ
δ
)
p
p
Nµ
(20)
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BI
τ0,mp γmp δmp +(Nµ −1)τ0,p γp δp X i
Nµ
BI
i=0
(22)
The probability distribution of sleep period of
a node is geometric with the average value of
f rac1Psleep [17]. Sum of total probabilities that a
node spends in a single sleep period is

sss =

ss1 =

τ0,mp γmp δmp + (Nµ − 1)τ0,p γp δp
.
Nµ (1 − Psleep )

(23)

As noted above, when a node wakes up, it checks if
there is a packet in its buffer and if so, it will attempt to
send it. The probability of the event is denoted as Pc
and the value will be determined later. Sum of total
probabilities that a node spends in a sleep cycle is
ss1
.
ss = (1−P
c)
The normalization condition for the complete
Markov chain is
(nc − 1)(sss + Nµ (ss + sss + sp ))+
sad + scr + sdr + sd + scd = 1

(24)

For a specific packet type, total access probability
can be determined as sum of the access probabilities
in a macrocycle, taking into account that some of
activities actually occur only once per round:
τp
τmp
τad
τcr
τdr
τd
τcd

= (nc − 1)Nµ τ0,p
= (nc − 1)τ0,mp
= τ0,ad
= τ0,cr
= τ0,dr
= τ0,d
= τ0,cd

(25)
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The analysis of the transmission of data packets and
synchronization times in the last two sub-subsections
above applies to both data transmissions from a
sensing node to its CH in an individual cluster, and
to data transmissions from a CH to the BS in the BS
cluster.
4.2. Analysis of the packet queue at the node
MAC layer will be modeled as an M/G/1/K queue
with the following Markov points: sleep period,
beacon synchronization, cluster set-up and service
time of the packet. Packet arrivals to the queue of a
node follow the Poisson process with average arrival
rate of λ. The buffer of nodes has the capacity of
L packets. The node that has packets will send a
single packet before going to sleep, which is known
as 1-limited scheduling policy [29]. The PGF of the
duration of packet service time is denoted as Tt,x (z),
where x ∈ {ad, mp, cr, dr, d, cd, p}; the exact value
of this PGF will be derived in Section 5. The buffer of
a node is modeled using the following Markov points.
Departure time of a data packet: The number of
packet arrivals during
of a packet has the
P∞ service time
∗
PGF of B(z) = k=0 bk z k = Tt,p
(λ − zλ), in which
∗
() denotes the Laplace-Stieltjes Transform (LST)
Tt,p
of service time [29] and the LST can be obtained by
replacing the variable z with e−s . The probability of
existing j ∈ {0 . . L − 1} packets in the node buffer
after finishing the service time of a packets is denoted
as νj .
End of a sleep period: After finishing transmission
of a packet (before ending the steady-state phase),
the node starts a sleep P
period. a single sleep period
∞
j−1 j
has the PGF of V (z) = j=1 (1 − Psleep )Psleep
z =
(1−Psleep )z
1−zPsleep .

According to [29], during a single sleep
period, number of packet P
arrivals to the buffer of a
∞
node has PGF of E(z) = j=0 ej z j = V ∗ (λ − zλ).
The probability of existing j ∈ {0 . . L} packets in the
buffer of a node after finishing a single sleep period is
denoted as ωj .
End of cluster set-up phase: According to Fig. 2,
after ending the steady-state phase, the node starts a
cluster set-up, during which data packets cannot be
transmitted. The set-up state can be assumed as a
vacation for the queue of data packet. The PGF of
the duration of the set-up is Ts (z) and the number of
packets arriving to the buffer during a set-up phase
Copyright c 0000 copyright owner, Ltd.
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P∞
has the PGF of H(z) = j=0 hj z j = Ts∗ (λ − zλ).
The probability of existing j ∈ {0 . . L} packets in the
buffer of a node after finishing the cluster set-up is
denoted as j .

End of the synchronization period: After ending
of a sleep cycle, the node with a non-empty queue,
has to find a beacon. The interval has a uniform
distribution between 0 and BI − 1 backoff, and its
PGF D(z) is given in 4.1. During a synchronization
period, number of packetParrivals to the buffer of a
∞
node has PGF of F (z) = k=0 fk z k = D∗ (λ − zλ).
The probability of existing j ∈ {0 . . L} packets in the
buffer of a node at the end of synchronization period
is denoted as δj .

Node buffer behavior in Markov points: By
modeling the node buffer state in Markov points of
different types, the steady-state equations for state
transitions are as follows:
ω0 = (ω0 + pν0 + 0 )e0 ,
ωk = (ω0 + pν0 + 0 )ek +

k
X

pνj ek−j

j=1

+

k
X

1≤k ≤L−1

j ek−j ,

j=1

ωL = (ω0 + pν0 + 0 )
+
δk =
δL =
νk =

L−1
X

pνj

j=1
k
X

∞
X

∞
X

ek +

j=1
k+1
X

j

∞
X

ek

j=1 k=L−j

k=L−j

1≤k ≤L−1

ωj fk−j

j=1
k
X

ek

k=L
L−1
X

(26)
ωj

∞
X

fk

k=L−j

0≤k ≤L−2

wj bk−j+1 ,

j=1

νL−1 =

L
X
j=1

k =
L =

wj

∞
X

bk

k=L−j

k
X
(1 − p)νj hk−j , 1 ≤ k ≤ L − 1
j=0
k
X

∞
X

j=0

k=L−j

(1 − p)νj

hk
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together with the normalization equation
L
X

(ωk + k ) +

k=0

L
X
k=1

δk +

L−1
X

νk = 1

(27)

k=0

where 1 − p = 1/Nµ denotes the probability of being
in the last transmission of the current steady-state
phase. After solving the equations, the probability of
the queue length at Markov points will be found.
Solving the equations
results in obtaining the value
PL
of Pc = ω0 / i=0 ωi . Therefore, mean sleep cycle
(which can be composed of a number of sleep periods)
is I = 1/ ((1 − Pc )(1 − Psleep )).
4.3. Transmission success probabilities
We assume the packet arrival events follow a Poisson
process and there are nc = N/Nc nodes in a cluster.
The traffic generated by all other nodes in a cluster
is considered as background traffic for a given node,
assuming that the cluster operates below the saturation
regime [18].
Arrival rates of packets for background traffic:
Since CH nodes are members of the BS cluster,
we discriminate between packet arrival rates during
their CH and non-CH periods. Transmissions of
membership and sensing packets can commence
in the first eight backoffs in the beginning of a
superframe. The background packet arrival is λx =
(nc − 1)τx SD/8, where x ∈ {mp, p}.
During CH periods, transmission of advertisement,
channel request and downlink request packets can
commence in the first eight backoffs in the beginning
of a superframe; the arrival rate of background traffic
is λx = (Nc − 1)τx SD/8, where x ∈ {ad, cr, dr}.
After a successful reception of a downlink request
packet, the transmission of a downlink packet can
start. In this case, the arrival rate of background traffic
of downlink packets is λd = (Nc − 1)τd SD/(SD −
Ddr ).
After learning about the assigned channel, the
CH node starts transmission of channel declaration
packets in the second part of the current superframe
or the first part of the immediately following one. The
arrival rate of the background traffic can be described
by λcd = (Nc − 1)τcd .
The first CCA will fail if any other transmission is
in progress while the second CCA will fail if any other
transmission has just been started.
Copyright c 0000 copyright owner, Ltd.
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Medium behavior: Sensing, advertisement, membership and channel request
P7 packets have success
probabilities of αx = 18 i=0 e−iλx , βx = e−λx , and
γx = βxDx , respectively, where x ∈ {ad, mp, cr, p}.
Downlink request packetsP have success
7
probabilities
of
αdr = 18 i=0 e−i(λdr +λcd ) ,
max(D

,D

)

dr
cd
βdr = e−(λdr +λcd ) , and γdr = βdr
.
Success probabilities for downlink packets
PSD−Ddr −1 −i(λdr +λd +λcd )
1
are
αd = SD−D
e
,
i=8
dr

max(D

,D ,D

)

dr
d
cd
βd = e−(λdr +λd +λcd ) , and γd = βd
.
Finally, success probabilities
for
channel
declaraPSD−1 −i(λdr +λd +λcd )
1
e
,
tion packets are αcd = SD
i=0

max(Ddr ,Dd ,Dcd )

βcd = e−(λdr +λd +λcd ) , and γcd = βcd

.

Success probabilities for CH and non-CH nodes:
There are Nc clusters containing nc sensor nodes, each
having arrival rate of λ per node. We can assume
identical traffic conditions in all clusters during a
round.
Before obtaining success probabilities, access
probabilities have to be determined. For a specific type
of packet, in order to determine access probability, the
packet type x should be replaced for τx (25).
Access probabilities for packets sent by CHs can be
modeled as τx,CH = nc τx . As success probability for
CH transmissions depends on all other CHs, we arrive
at γx,CH = (1 − τx,CH )Dx (Nc −1) .
5. Analyzing Node Lifetime
For a specific type of packet x with constant length
of kx backoffs, the PGF of length of packet will be
assumed as Gx (z) = z kx . We will assume Ga (z) = z
is PGF of duration of acknowledgment and tack (z) =
z 2 is PGF of duration of intervals between the data and
acknowledgment. According to previous assumptions,
PGF for duration of a transmission reception of
its acknowledgment is Tx (z) = Gx (z)tack (z)Ga (z).
Then, for a specific type of packet x, the PGF of the
time interval needed to accomplish transmission of a
single packet [18] is
m
i
X
Y
(1−αx βx )i z 2(i+1) αx βx Tx (z) Bj (z)

Ax (z) =

i=0

j=0
m
X
αx βx
(1 − αx βx )i
i=0

(28)
where Bj (z) = Wj (z−1) is the PGF for the duration
of j-th backoff time prior to transmission. The LSTs
z Wj −1
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for energy consumption during wait and reception of
acknowledgment, two CCAs and packet transmission
are e−3sωr , e−2sωr , and e−kx sωt , respectively. We
assume that the length of beacon necessary for
informing the number of live nodes and event
sensing reliability is three; hence the LST for energy
consumption while receiving it is e−3sωr . Then, the
LST for energy consumption during transmission of
the data packet and reception of acknowledgment
will be Tx∗ (s) = e−skx ωt e−s3ωr . The LST for energy
consumption for a single transmission attempt
becomes
m
X
(1−αx βx )i e−2sωr (i+1) αx βx Tx∗ (s)B
∗
EAx
(s) =

i=0
m
X
αx βx
(1 − αx βx )i
i=0

(29)
Qi
∗
where B = j=0 EB
(s).
j
Considering packet collisions [19], PGF
of the total packet service time becomes
∞
P
Tt,x (z) =
(Ax (z)(1 − γx δx ))k Ax (z)γx δx which
k=0
x δx Ax (z)
,
can be simplified to Tt,x (z) = 1−Axγ(z)+γ
x δx Ax (z)
and the LST for the energy spent on a packet service
γ δx E ∗
A x (s)
time is ET∗x (s) = 1−E ∗ x(s)+γ
. Average
∗
x δx E A x (s)
Ax
value of energy consumed for packet transmission is
d
ET x = − ds
ET∗ x (s)|s=0 .
CHs send packets during advertisement, channel
request, uplink request for channel assignment and
channel declaration sub-phases of a given setup phase; they receive packets during membership
sub-phase and sub-phase of downlink data for
channel assignment. Non-CH nodes only send
packets during membership sub-phase, and they
are in receiving mode during other sub-phases
of a given set-up phase. Therefore, the PGF
of the duration of one set-up phase is Ts (z) =
Tad (z)Tmp (z)Tcr (z)Tdr (z)Td (z)Tcd (z) and LST of
energy consumption during a single set-up phase is

∗
Es,C
(s) = ET∗ ad (s)ET∗ cr (s)ET∗ dr (s)ET∗ cd (s)
· Tmp (e−sωr )Td (e−sωr )
∗
Es,nC (s) = ET∗ mp (s)Tad (e−sωr )Tcr (e−sωr )
· Tdr (e−sωr )Td (e−sωr )Tcd (e−sωr )

(30)

for CH and non-CH nodes, respectively.
As discussed before, each steady-state phase
is composed of a number (Nµ ) of microcycles
which is composed of three steps: sleep, beacon
synchronization and data transmission (CSMA-CA
Copyright c 0000 copyright owner, Ltd.
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uplink). However, all CH nodes are awake and in
receiving mode during a microcycle, therefore the
average energy consumption is
∗
Em,C
(s) = I(e−sωr )D(e−sωr )e−s3ωr Tp (e−sωr )
∗
Em,nC (s) = I(e−sωs )D(e−sωr )e−s3ωr ET∗ p (s)
(31)
for CH and non-CH nodes, respectively.
Then, the LST for energy consumption during a
given round is
N

∗
∗
∗
Er,C
(s) = Es,C
(s)(Em,C
(s)) µ
N
∗
∗
∗
Er,nC
(s) = Es,nC
(s)(Em,nC
(s)) µ

(32)

for CH and non-CH nodes, respectively.
During a macrocycle which is composed of nc
rounds each node has to act as CH for one round only;
therefore, the LST for energy consumed during one
macrocycle is
∗
∗
∗
EM
(s) = Er,C
(s)(Er,nC
(s))

nc −1

(33)

If the battery budget is Ebat , the average number
of macrocycles during lifetime of a node is Ebat /EM ,
where EM is the average value of energy consumed
during a macrocycle. Therefore, total lifetime of the
network is L = TM Ebat /EM , where TM is average
duration of a macrocycle.
6. Performance evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the ALEC algorithm,
we have solved the system of equations presented
in Sections 4 and 5 to obtain relevant performance
indicators. We have assume that the network has
400 nodes, each of which is powered by two AA
batteries with total energy Ebat = 10260J. The effect
of noise and interference is modeled with BER =
10−4 . The network operates in the ISM band at 2.4
GHz, with raw data rate of 0.25 Mbps. Superframe
and beacon order parameters were set to SO = 0 and
BO = 1, respectively, which means that superframe
size was SD = 48 unit backoff periods, while the
beacon interval was BI = 96 backoff periods.
To ensure realistic experimental values, we have
assumed that energy consumption per backoff
period is ωs = 18.2 × 10−9 J, ωr = 17.9 × 10−6 J,
and ωt = 15.8 × 10−6 J, during receiving, sleeping and transmitting at 0 dBm, respectively [1].
Regarding packet length, we note that increasing
packet length would result in reduced values for
successful transmission and reception rate (γx
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. 00: 1–16 (0000)
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Fig. 5. Performance vs. sensing reliability R and number of clusters Nc .

and δx , respectively), which translates into more
frequent retransmissions and lower energy efficiency.
Therefore, we assumed that all packets have the same
length of kp = 3 unit backoff periods, except for
sensing packets which have the maximum allowed
packet length of kp = 12 unit backoff periods. We also
assume that each node has a buffer that can hold L = 2
packets.
Our main performance indicators will be the
d
mean value of a random variable µ = − ds
F ∗ (s)|s=0 ,
∗
where F (s) is its LST; the coefficient of variation
 2
1
d
∗
2 2
CV = σ/µ = µ1 ds
, which is a
2 F (s)|s=0 − µ
measure of dispersion around the mean;and skewness
d3
∗
2
3
, which is a
γ = − σ13 ds
3 F (s)|s=0 − 3µσ − µ
measure of the degree of asymmetry of a distribution
around its mean.
6.1. Variable event sensing reliability and
number of clusters
We first investigate performance of ALEC under
variable event sensing reliability R (i.e., number of
packets per second needed for reliable event detection)
and variable number of clusters Nc , while keeping
the number of microcycles constant at Nµ = 500.
The resulting mean duration of a round, macrocycle,
and network lifetime, as well as their coefficient of
Copyright c 0000 copyright owner, Ltd.
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variation and skewness (except for network lifetime),
are shown in Fig. 5. The required event sensing
reliability values are obtained by varying the packet
arrival rate in the range 0.025 to 0.125 packets per
second per node. The average duration of a microcycle
is T m = 1/r = I + D + 3 + T , from which we can
determine the mean inactive period I and sleep
probability Psleep .
As can be seen in Fig. 5(a), lower values of R lead to
higher mean duration of a round. Since a macrocycle is
sum of nc independent and identically distributed (iid)
random variables that correspond to individual rounds,
mean duration of a macrocycle is the sum of averages
of rounds, as in Fig. 5(b). The network lifetime, shown
in Fig. 5(c), is also sum of a number of iid random
variables representing duration of macrocycles. The
coefficient of variation and skewness of a round
and a macrocycle are shown in Figs. 5(d) and 5(e),
respectively. The variance of the sum of a number
of iid random variables is the sum of their variances.
Therefore, when the number of random variables to
be added increases, the numerator of coefficient of
variation (standard deviation) decreases more rapidly
than its denominator, which means smaller dispersion
around the mean.
When the number of clusters increases, as shown
in Fig. 5(e), the number of rounds in a macrocycle
decreases, which results in higher dispersion around
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. 00: 1–16 (0000)
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Fig. 6. Performance vs. sensing reliability R and number of microcycles Nµ .

the mean and, consequently, higher values of
coefficient of variation. Also, a macrocycle has smaller
skewness than a round, as can be seen in Figs. 5(d)
and 5(e), which is due to the fact that, according to
the central limit theorem [7], sum of a number of iid
random variables converges to a normal distribution
with zero skewness. Since the network lifetime is
composed of macrocycles, the same argument holds
with respect to the coefficient of variation of network
lifetime, shown in Fig. 5(f). Higher values of CV
indicate higher variation of lifetime, which means that
the network may cease to operate even though many
nodes still haven’t exhausted their energy supply.
Lower values for the coefficient of variation are
desirable as they indicate longer network lifetime and
better energy efficiency.

6.2. Variable event sensing reliability and
clustering period
In our second experiment, we have investigated the
performance of the ALEC approach under variable
event sensing reliability R and variable clustering
period, controlled by the number of microcycles Nµ .
the results obtained with Nc = 16 clusters, which
means that each cluster had nc = N/Nc = 25 nodes,
are shown in Fig. 6.
Copyright c 0000 copyright owner, Ltd.
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As can be expected, values of sensing reliability
affect the mean duration of a round or a macrocycle
in a similar way as in the previous experiment,
although the dependency is much less pronounced
than in Fig. 5(a). Increasing the number of microcycles
increases the mean duration for both round and
macrocycle periods. As the macrocycle consists of
a number of rounds, increasing the number of
macrocycles translates into lower values for both
coefficient of variation and skewness, as the level
of rounds, Fig. 6(d), as well as at the level
of macrocycles, Fig. 6(e). However, skewness of
a macrocycle is smaller than that of a round
which implies that macrocycles are closer to normal
distribution. Since lifetime is composed of a number
of macrocycles, similar argument holds for the
coefficient of variation of network lifetime, shown in
Fig. 6(f). When the required event sensing reliability
decreases, the number of macrocycles during the
network lifetime decreases, which leads to higher
dispersion around the mean value and higher values
of coefficient of variation.
6.3. Variable number of clusters and
microcycles
We have also investigated performance of the ALEC
approach under variable number of clusters Nc and
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. 00: 1–16 (0000)
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Fig. 7. Performance vs. number of clusters Nc and number of microcycles Nµ .

variable number of microcycles Nµ , while keeping
the event sensing reliability and, consequently, packet
arrival rate at constant value of R = 30 and r = 0.075
packets per second per node, respectively. The results
are shown in Fig. 7.
As can be seen, higher number of microcycles leads
to higher mean duration of a round, Fig. 7(a). The
duration of a macrocycle, being a sum of duration of
a number of rounds, increases when the number of
clusters decreases and/or the number of microcycles
increases, as shown in Fig. 7(b). The network lifetime,
on the contrary, increases when there are fewer
clusters, but is rather insensitive to the number of
microcycles, Fig. 7(c), due to multiple levels of
summation between the two.
Coefficient of variation and skewness for a
round and macrocycle are shown in Figs. 7(d) and
7(e), respectively. When the round contains fewer
microcycles (below 200), coefficient of variation as
well as skewness are higher, which leads to higher
dispersion around the mean value. Increasing the
number of microcycles, which are summed to obtain a
round, results in lower dispersion around mean value
for a round, and the same observation holds for a
macrocycle. Again, the skewness of a macrocycle is
smaller than that of a round, which means the duration
of a macrocycle is closer to normal distribution.
Coefficient of variation of lifetime is shown in
Copyright c 0000 copyright owner, Ltd.
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Fig. 7(f); as can be seen, lower dispersion around
the mean can be achieved by lowering the number
of clusters which, in turn, results in larger number of
rounds in a macrocycle.
6.4. Power consumption and delay overheads
The ALEC algorithm incurs some amount of overhead
due to clustering. As mentioned before, no data can
be transmitted to BS during the set-up phase, which
will delay delivery of some sensing data. On the
other hand, energy consumption during set-up phase
does not directly contribute to data collection so it
may be considered as energy overhead. Obviously,
minimizing both delay and energy overhead is a
primary measure of the efficiency of a clustering
algorithm.
To evaluate the efficiency of the ALEC algorithm,
we have also calculated the delay and energy overhead
introduced by the use of ALEC algorithm; the results
are shown in Fig. 8, with delay overhead shown in the
diagrams in the top row and energy overhead in the
diagrams in the bottom row.
Regarding the delay overhead incurred by the
ALEC algorithm, results shown in Fig. 8(a) are
obtained with the number of microcycles fixed at 500,
those in Fig. 8(b) are obtained with the number of
clusters fixed at 16, and those in Fig. 8(c) are obtained
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. 00: 1–16 (0000)
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Fig. 8. Overhead (in percent) due to ALEC algorithm.

with sensing reliability fixed at 30. Overall, the delay
overhead is below 0.65% in all three experiments
which is rather low. As can be seen, lower values
of delay overhead can be achieved by increasing the
number of clusters or the number of microcycles.
Delay overhead could also be decreased by lowering
the event sensing reliability – provided the application
allows it.
The energy overhead incurred by the ALEC
algorithm is calculated as the ratio of total energy
consumed by the network during the set-up phase
and the total energy consumption of the network. As
above, the results in Fig. 8(d) are obtained with the
number of microcycles fixed at 500, those in Fig. 8(e)
are obtained at the number of clusters fixed at 16, and
those in Fig. 8(f) are obtained under sensing reliability
fixed at 30. Overall, the energy overhead is less than
0.15% in the observed range of independent variables
which is negligible. Still, energy overhead may be
reduced by increasing the number of clusters and/or
microcycles. It may also be reduced by lowering the
event sensing reliability, as long as the application
requirements allow for such a reduction.
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7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the Adaptive LowEnergy Clustering (ALEC) algorithm for sensor
networks using sensor nodes operating in IEEE
802.15.4 slotted beacon-enabled mode. Nodes in an
ALEC-operated network use random sleep to extend
their lifetime. They also use clustering to improve
efficiency, with the role of cluster-head taken by
different nodes in random periods in order to balance
the energy consumption and thus extend the useful
lifetime of the network. We have used probabilistic
and queuing analysis to investigate how different
ALEC parameters such as the number of clusters and
number of microcycles, as well as application-dictated
parameters such as event sensing reliability, impact the
performance of the network in particular the network
lifetime and clustering overhead. Our results indicate
that energy consumption overhead and delay overhead
of the ALEC algorithm are not only low, but are well
below the variability due to the randomness inherent
to the ALEC algorithm. Moreover, low values of the
coefficient of variability and skewness indicate that
the node energy consumption is well balanced, which
means all nodes will die at approximately the same
time, thus extending the useful life of the network
itself.
Wirel. Commun. Mob. Comput. 00: 1–16 (0000)
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Our future work will focus on improving the ALEC
algorithm by fine-tuning its parameters. We will also
investigate the possibility of aggregating the sensed
data in order to improve the transmission efficiency.
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